Innovative Technique to Cover Up
Tattoos at BLVD Tattoo Studio
JESSUP, Md., April 23, 2015 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Washington Boulevard
Tattoo Studio is the newest studio in Maryland to adopt an innovative
technology, the all-natural Tatt2Away® non-laser tattoo removal system from
Rejuvatek Medical. Not only will this patented technique totally remove an
existing tattoo, but it also offers a unique opportunity for those
individuals seeking to cover up their existing tattoo.
Unlike lasers that have been the gold standard for tattoo removal, this
unique patented technology removes all colors of a tattoo, is only as painful
as when the existing tattoo was administered, and requires fewer treatments,
allowing it to be less costly.
“The main complaint we were hearing from our customers regarding laser tattoo
removal was that they didn’t work very well for what it cost and the amount
of time and pain you had to go through,” stated Justin Iahdalma, co-founder
with Zack Volatile, of Blvd. Tattoo Studio, who are proud to announce
bringing to the Jessop Maryland area another option to the cover up requests
of their body work customers.
“The expression of oneself is what tattooing is all about, and when that
expression doesn’t go as planned, all you could do in the past was cover it
up. You now have another, better and economical option,” stated Volatile.
Blvd. Tattoo Studio is teaming up with Tatt2Away®, the 3.0 of Tattoo cover
up. Utilizing the most effective method of “erasing” tattoo ink and pigment
from the skin, the cover up process, that uses the Tatt2Away® removal method
can modify the unwanted tattoo. This brings limitless options to tattoo cover
ups, and does not necessarily mean a larger, darker tattoo.
Contact Justin and Zack directly at washingtonblvdtattoo@gmail.com to find
out the details of the innovative Tatt2Away tattoo removal or cover up
process.
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